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Piezonuclear neutrons from fracturing of inert solids
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Neutron emission measurements by means of helium-3 neutron detectors were performed on solid test
specimens during crushing failure. The materials used were marble and granite, selected in that they
present a different behaviour in compression failure (i.e., a different brittleness index) and a different
iron content. All the test specimens were of the same size and shape. Neutron emissions from the granite
test specimens were found to be of about one order of magnitude higher than the natural background
level at the time of failure. These neutron emissions should be caused by nucleolysis or piezonuclear
“fissions” that occurred in the granite, but did not occur in the marble: Fe30

26 → 2Al14
13 + 2 neutrons. The

present natural abundance of aluminum (7–8% in the Earth crust), which is less favoured than iron from
a nuclear point of view, is possibly due to the above piezonuclear fission reaction. Despite the apparently
low statistical relevance of the results presented in this Letter, it is useful to present them in order to
give to other teams the possibility to repeat the experiment.

© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The results of the present Letter are in strict connection with
those presented in a previous contribution recently published in
Physics Letters A [1] and related to piezonuclear reactions occur-
ring in stable iron nuclides contained in aqueous solutions of iron
chloride or nitrate. In the present case, we consider a solid con-
taining iron — samples of granite rocks — and the pressure waves
in the medium are provoked by particularly brittle fracture events
in compression. As ultrasounds induce cavitation in the liquids
and then bubble implosion accompanied by the formation of a
high-density fluid or plasma, so shock waves due to compression
rupture induce a particularly sharp strain localization in the solids
and then material interpenetration accompanied by an analogous
formation of a high-density fluid or plasma.

Our experiment follows a different path with respect to those
of other research teams, where only fissionable or light elements
(deuterium) were used, in pressurized gaseous media [2,3], in liq-
uids with ultrasounds and cavitation [4], as well as in solids with
shock waves and fracture [5–10]. We are treating with inert, stable
and non-radioactive elements at the beginning of the experiments
(iron) [11,12], as well as after the experiments (aluminum). Neither
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radioactive wastes, nor electromagnetic emissions were recorded,
but only fast neutron emissions.

The materials selected for the compression tests were Carrara
marble (calcite) and green Luserna granite (gneiss). This choice
was prompted by the consideration that, test specimen dimensions
being the same, different brittleness numbers [13] would cause
catastrophic failure in granite, not in marble. The test specimens
were subjected to uniaxial compression to assess scale effects on
brittleness [14]. Four test specimens were used, two made of Car-
rara marble, consisting mostly of calcite, and two made of Luserna
granite, all of them measuring 6 × 6 × 10 cm3. The same testing
machine was used on all the test specimens: a standard servo-
hydraulic press with a maximum capacity of 500 kN, equipped
with control electronics. This machine makes it possible to carry
out tests in either load control or displacement control. The tests
were performed in piston travel displacement control by setting,
for all the test specimens, a velocity of 10−6 m/s during compres-
sion.

Neutron emission measurements were made by means of a
helium-3 detector placed at a distance of 10 cm from the test
specimen and enclosed in a polystyrene case so as to prevent
the results from being altered by acoustical-mechanical stresses.
During the preliminary tests, thermodynamic neutron detectors of
the bubble type BD (bubble detector/dosimeter) manufactured by
Bubble Technology Industries (BTI) were used, and the indications
obtained persuaded us to carry on the tests with helium-3 detec-
tors.
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Fig. 1. Load vs. time and cps curves for P1 and P2 test specimens in Carrara marble.
2. Experimental set-up

The neutron detector used in the tests is a helium-3 type with
electronic of preamplification, amplification and discrimination di-
rectly connected to the detector tube, which is of the type referred
to as “long counter”. The helium-3 detector is powered with 1.3 kV,
supplied via a high voltage NIM (Nuclear Instrument Module). The
signal reading electronics analog output is analysed during the
tests by means of an oscilloscope, to keep the signal shape un-
der control. The logic output producing the TTL (through the lens)
pulses is connected to a NIM counter. The logic output of the
detector is enabled for analog signals exceeding 300 mV. This dis-
crimination threshold is a consequence of the sensitivity of the
helium-3 detector to the gamma rays ensuing neutron emission in
ordinary nuclear processes. This value was determined by measur-
ing the analog signal of the detector by means of a Co-60 gamma
source. This detector was also calibrated for the measurement of
thermal neutrons; its sensitivity is 65 cps/nthermal, i.e., the flux of
thermal neutrons was 1 thermal neutron/s cm2, corresponding to
a count rate of 65 cps. The neutron background was measured at
600 s time intervals to obtain sufficient statistical data. The aver-
age background count rate was:

3.8 × 10−2 ± 0.2 × 10−2 cps
corresponding to an equivalent flux of thermal neutrons of

5.8 × 10−4 ± 0.3 × 10−4 nthermal/s cm2.

3. Testing and neutron measurements

Neutron emissions were measured on four test specimens, two
made of marble, denoted with P1, P2, and two of granite, de-
noted with P3, P4. The test specimens were arranged with the
two smaller surfaces in contact with the press platens, with no
coupling materials in-between, according to the testing modalities
known as “test by means of rigid platens with friction”.

The electronics of the neutron detector were powered at least
40 minutes before starting the compression tests to make sure
that the behaviour of the device was stable with respect to intrin-
sic thermal effects. Then, background measures were repeated for
600 s to make sure there were no variations. The acquisition time
was fixed at 60 s and the results of count rate measurements are
given in Figs. 1 and 2 together with the diagrams of the force ap-
plied to the test specimens as a function of the time elapsed since
the beginning of its application.

The measurements of neutron emissions obtained on the mar-
ble test specimens yielded values comparable with the background,
even at the time of test specimen failure. The neutron measure-
ments obtained on the two granite test specimens, instead, ex-
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Fig. 2. Load vs. time and cps curves for test specimens P3 and P4 in Luserna granite.
ceeded the background value by about one order of magnitude at
the test specimen failure.

After 20 min, test specimen P1 reached a peak load of ca
180 kN, corresponding to an average pressure on the bases of
50 MPa; after 15 min, test specimen P2 reached a peak load of ca
200 kN, corresponding to an average pressure on the bases of
55.6 MPa.

Test specimen P3 reached at time T (P3) = 32 min a peak load
of ca 400 kN, corresponding to an average pressure on the bases
of 111.1 MPa. When failure occurred, the count rate was found to
be

28.3 × 10−2 ± 0.2 × 10−2 cps

corresponding to an equivalent flux of thermal neutrons of

43.6 × 10−4 ± 0.3 × 10−4 nthermal/s cm2.

Test specimen P4 reached at time T (P4) = 29 min a peak load
of ca 340 kN, corresponding to an average pressure on the bases of
94.4 MPa. When failure occurred, the count rate was found to be

27.2 × 10−2 ± 0.2 × 10−2 cps

corresponding to an equivalent flux of thermal neutrons of

41.9 × 10−4 ± 0.3 × 10−4 nthermal/s cm2.
Notice how the above neutron measurements occurring in P3
and in P4 at failure are well beyond the background interval and
how the value obtained on P3 is greater than the value measured
on P4. We believe that this result, albeit with the due caution,
may be ascribed to the unstable failure of these test specimens
and the greater quantity of energy released by P3 compared to P4
at the time of failure. Figs. 1 and 2 summarise the evolution of the
neutron count rates together with the load vs. time curves for the
four test specimens.

As can be seen from Figs. 1 and 2, during compression tests, the
helium-3 detector showed no spurious signals generated by vibra-
tions induced in the detector itself, i.e., no signals or peaks above
or below the neutron background having been observed after the
peak corresponding to granite failure. The presence of vibration
generated signals would have been revealed by perturbations oc-
curring also after the peak due to granite failure and showing
exponential envelopes as are typical of damped oscillations.

In any event, both the helium-3 detector and the BD detector
used during the preliminary tests were subjected to ad hoc me-
chanical impulses comparable with those of granite fracture, and
both types of test showed no signs of spurious peaks or signals.

BD type thermodynamic bubble detectors were utilized to study
the spatial structure of neutron emissions, whereas electronic
helium-3 detectors were utilized to study their time profile.
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Fig. 3. Neutron detector type BD (bubble detector/dosimeter) manufactured by Bub-
ble Technology Industries (BTI). Visible are the clusters of bubbles produced by
neutrons after granite fracture.

Through the measurements conducted with the BD detectors,
neutron emissions from the crushing of granite specimens (not
from marble specimens) were verified and the bubble distribution
was localised in a limited zone within the sensitive volume of the
detector, as can be seen from Fig. 3. These findings are perfectly
in keeping with the results obtained from the measurements con-
ducted on liquids using detectors of the same kind but of a higher
rank, the Defender XL, as described in [12, Chapter 17, Fig. 17.5]. In
this case too, it was determined that bubble localisation reflected
an impulsive neutron emission as opposed to a diffused flow that
would have filled with bubbles the entire sensitive volume of the
detector.

The measurements made with the helium-3 detector revealed a
pulse time profile of the neutron emissions perfectly in accordance
with the findings obtained on liquids with a Boron Trifluoride de-
tector as described in [1]. It was not deemed necessary to conduct
tests with Boron-CR39 detectors, as used in [1], because in all the
tests it was ascertained that the emission of neutrons from crushed
solids was highly anisotropic, as in emissions from liquids, and
therefore in the absence of impulsive emissions continued over
time, as is the case with ultrasounds in liquids, it proves impos-
sible to obtain a sufficient coverage of the surface surrounding the
solid being crushed.

4. Discussion and remarks

Experimental data from rocks tested in compression generally
indicate that this is a brittle material, since it exhibits a rapid de-
crease in load carrying capacity when deformed beyond a peak
load. When the softening diagram is very steep, or even shows si-
multaneously decreasing strain and stress values, the material is
said to present a snap-back or catastrophic behaviour. This is in
contrast with ductile materials which retain considerable strength
beyond the peak as shown in Fig. 4 [13–18].

In this study, all compression tests were conducted through
feedback control of the axial displacement of piston travel on test
specimens having the same dimensions. The complete failure pro-
Fig. 4. Ductile, brittle, and catastrophic behaviour.

Table 1
Elastic strain energy at the peak load, �E .

Test specimen Material �E [J] �E [eV × 1020]

P1 Carrara marble 124 7.75
P2 Carrara marble 128 8.00
P3 Luserna granite 384 24.00
P4 Luserna granite 296 18.50

cess was observed only for P1 and P2 marble specimens, whose
behaviour was seen to be ductile compared to the brittle catas-
trophic failure behaviour displayed by granite specimens P3 and
P4. For the latter two, in fact, failure occurred instantaneously,
without showing the descending branch of the load-time curve
(Figs. 1 and 2).

The elastic strain energy accumulated in the test specimens up
to failure, �E , is given in Table 1. Moreover, for each test specimen,
it is possible to draw some conclusions on the release rate of the
elastic energy accumulated.

One of the conditions to be met for piezonuclear reactions to
take place is that the ratio, r, between the power of released en-
ergy, W = �E/�t , and the power threshold [12,20]:

W strong = 7.69 × 1011 W = 4.8 × 1030 eV/s (1)

be greater than or equal to 1 [12,19]:

r = W /W strong � 1. (2)

Accordingly, based on the data obtained from the tests, the time
interval of released energy, �t , in granite test specimens in which
piezonuclear reactions have occurred, should satisfy the following
relationship:

�E/�t � W strong, (3)

and hence:

�t � �E

W strong
= 384

7.69 × 1011
= 24 × 1020

4.8 × 1030

= 0.5 × 10−9 s = 0.5 ns. (4)

Eq. (4) was written by considering the energy accumulated in
P3 which was greater than the energy accumulated in P4. For the
marble test specimens, in which peak load is clearly followed by a
softening branch, energy release surely occurred over a period of
time too long to permit the production of piezonuclear reactions.

Considering that the elastic strain energy accumulated in spec-
imen P3 is released at the pressure wave velocity v (for granite
v ∼ 4000 m/s), the extension of the energy release zone results to
be equal to:

�x = v�t ∼ 4000 m/s × 0.5 ns ∼ 2 μm.
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Fig. 5. Catastrophic behaviour in a solid specimen during compression. (a) Conditions of complete interpenetration and critical value of the interpenetration length wc
cr .

(b) Stress vs. displacement response; σc,u = ultimate compression strength; εc,u = ultimate compression strain; δ = εc,ul = ultimate displacement, G c
F = crushing energy.
Such energy release band width �x could correspond to the
critical value of the interpenetration length wc

cr assumed by Car-
pinteri and Corrado [18] to explain the critical conditions for the
catastrophic behaviour of solids in compression (Fig. 5). Accord-
ingly, neutron emissions in granite may be accounted for by the
fact that the power threshold for piezonuclear reactions is ex-
ceeded, as well as by the type of catastrophic failure that occurs,
which entails a very fast energy release, over a time period of the
order of a nanosecond.

If we consider the elastic energy stored in the sample and the
temperature equivalent to this energy together with the final pres-
sure before fracture, the material of the sample is in a region of
the phase-space corresponding to a transition from solid to liq-
uid phase. Our conjecture is that in the interpenetration layer of
thickness wc

cr the conditions are realized for a high density fluid,
over-saturated but in metastable conditions. On the other hand,
these locally extreme conditions could catalyse in the interpene-
tration band the formation of a plasma from the gases which are
present in the solid materials (even at room conditions).

From this experiment it can be clearly seen that piezonuclear
reactions giving rise to neutron emissions are possible in inert
non-radioactive solids, in addition to liquids [1,11,12]. Anyhow, it
is also evident that the availability of an amount of stored en-
ergy for the reactions exceeding the microscopic nuclear deformed
space–time threshold

E0,strong = 5.888 × 10−8 J = 3.675 × 1011 eV

is not sufficient per se [20]. The energy must be contained in a
space–time (and energy) hypervolume such that r � 1, i.e., such
that the phenomenon will actually develop in deformed space–
time conditions [12,19]. From Table 1, in fact, it can be seen that it
was �E > E0,strong in all the test specimens loaded in compression,
but r was greater than 1 only in granite test specimens. Hence,
even for piezonuclear reactions in solids, the notion of stored en-
ergy must be combined with the notion of speed of energy release
as is the case for liquids [1].

Another factor to be taken into account is the composition of
the materials in which piezonuclear reactions may be produced. As
we have already specified in the Introduction [11], the fact that the
marble used in the tests contains only iron impurities (not more
than 0.07% of Fe2O3), and granite instead contains a considerable
amount of iron (around 3% of Fe2O3), could be another factor con-
tributing to the phenomenon in question, by analogy with the case
of piezonuclear reactions in liquids. In fact, piezonuclear reactions
with neutron emissions were obtained in liquids containing iron
chloride or iron nitrate subjected to ultrasounds and cavitation
[1,12]. In the experiments on liquid solutions [1,12], aluminum
atoms appeared at the end in a final quantity as large as about
seven times the small initial quantity [21]. More precisely, they in-
creased from 3.99 ppb to 27.70 ppb, without evident reasons, if we
exclude possible transmutations. Therefore, our conjecture is that
the following piezonuclear fission reaction should have occurred
also in the compression tests on granite specimens [11]:

Fe30
26 → 2Al14

13 + 2 neutrons. (5)

In addition to the previously reported and still unpublished ob-
servations in liquid experiments, other strong reasons of a very
general nature push us to emphasize this type of explanation. The
present natural abundance of aluminum (7–8% in the Earth crust),
which is less favoured than iron from a nuclear point of view
(it has a lower bond energy per nucleon), is possibly due to the
above piezonuclear fission reaction. This reaction — less infrequent
than we could think — would be activated where the environment
conditions (pressure and temperature) are particularly severe, and
mechanical phenomena of fracture, crushing, fragmentation, com-
minution, erosion, friction, etc., may occur. If we consider the evo-
lution of the percentages of the most abundant elements in the
Earth crust during the last 3 billion years, we realize that iron and
nickel have drastically diminished, whereas aluminum, silicon and
magnesium have as much increased. It is also interesting to realize
that such increases have developed mainly in the tectonic regions,
where frictional phenomena between the continental plates oc-
curred. Many other clues and quantitative data could be presented
in favour of the piezonuclear fission reactions, and this will be the
subject of a next publication.

Despite the apparently low statistical relevance of the results
presented in this Letter, it is useful to present them in order to
give to other teams the possibility to repeat the experiment.
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